CALIFORNIA REPEATS I.C.A.A. WIN

Exceptional Strength in Field Gives Second Straight Victory to Bears

HEXALPHA SOCIETY HOLDS LAST SMOKER

Entertained by Speakers and Music at Meeting in North Hall

Under the direction of the newly elected officers, the Hexalphe Society held its last smoker of the year Friday night in the main lobby of Walker Memorial. Prof. W. H. Timple, of the Electrical Engineering Department, gave a speech in which he commented upon the success of Oceana Y.A. and repeated the idea on which it was founded might be applied to other branches of the electrical industry, namely to the Electric Railway Field.

Plan to Publish Paper

Additional entertainment was provided by F. D. Gage '22, and other members of the society. The two hours spent were spent along the lines of Cultural and Professional Society. Use of the idea which was brought up in the meeting was the publication of a paper by Orme VI men. None of the results of the undertaking have yet been given out, but the plan is one which could be very successful, and would help to unite the college in a closer way, by the mutual distribution of work between the faculties and the society.

COAL FOR SILVER BAY

NOW RAISED TO 30 MEN

The quota of 20 delegates to the Silver Bay conference was exceeded last Friday by 2 for the year just closed. Those who have signed their intentions of going are: C. T. Brown '25, T. B. Dresw '23, M. E. Albert '25, E. C. Timple '23, W. E. Smith '24, E. H. T. Brown '22, G. L. Dodds '22, W. E. Timple '22, C. E. Timple '23, and W. H. Timple '22. The management of the Tech Show is in the hands of Mr. Lenoff, the Assistant Secretary, and the quota of 20 delegates to the Institute for the I.C.A.A. has been exceeded. Six performances were given, and the gross income amounted to $15,698.94, and theC. E. Timple '23, and W. H. Timple '22. The management of the Tech Show is in the hands of Mr. Lenoff, the Assistant Secretary, and the quota of 20 delegates to the Institute for the I.C.A.A. has been exceeded. Six performances were given, and the gross income amounted to $15,698.94, and the

T.A.C. REPORTS ON YEARS ACTIVITIES

Has Given Many Teams Support and Financial Backing During Season

In order that those who contributed in the T. A. C. last fall may have some idea of their work, the President's report of the T. A. C. for the present year was read at the General Meeting of the T. A. C. last Friday night. The report shows that the T. A. C. took charge of selling tickets at a cost of $2,402.55, which was turned in for a gross profit of $719.13, after paying expenses. The T. A. C. also furnished $150.00 to the Institute for the I. C. A. A. track team and $20.00 to the T. A. C. last fall may have some idea of their work, the President's report of the T. A. C. for the present year was read at the General Meeting of the T. A. C. last Friday night. The report shows that the T. A. C. took charge of selling tickets at a cost of $2,402.55, which was turned in for a gross profit of $719.13, after paying expenses. The T. A. C. also furnished $150.00 to the Institute for the I. C. A. A. track team and $20.00 to the Institute for the I. C. A. A. track team and $20.00 to the Institute for the I. C. A. A. track team.

TECH SHOW 1922 SUBMITS REPORT

Six Performances Given in Two Cities Attended by 6500 People

REPORT ON FINANCES

The management of the Tech Show 1922 having completed its objects has submitted the report of the performances and financial affairs of the Show to the Advisory Council and to the Institute Faculty Committee. All performances were given at a cost of about $2,402.55, which was turned in for a gross profit of $719.13, after paying expenses. The T. A. C. also furnished $150.00 to the Institute for the I. C. A. A. track team and $20.00 to the Institute for the I. C. A. A. track team.

H. E. society gives

Last Dance of Year

Affair Held in Main Hall of Walker Memorial

The Electrical Engineering Society held its last social gathering of the year last Friday evening in the main hall of Walker. The society met at 8 o'clock and lasted until 11. It was not a very successful affair, as the weather was very bad. An indoor dance was held by numbers from all classes. A large number of guests were present at the Electrical Engineering Society also present, including Professor W. H. Timple, Professor H. D. Timble, and Professor F. H. Delbertree.

NEW HAMMER MARK

Technology Athletes Shut Out in National Classic

The University of Southern California defeated the Tech athletes in the national championships in two years to the L. C. A. A. A. A., and the college will have to go all the way through the standings to win the national championship. The university team, which was the only one to go all the way through the standings, will have to go through the standings to win the national championship.